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Depression of the nematic-isotropic phase transition temperature at nanopatterned surfaces
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A spatially varying herringbone pattern with an easy axis alternating in angle between 0 andc and having
a period of 200 nm was scribed into a polyimide-coated substrate. The depression of the nematic-isotropic
transition temperature for a nematic layer at the patterned surface relative to its value at a uniformly rubbed
surface was investigated as a function ofc for 15 , c , 88°. It was found that the depression of the transition
temperature increases withc, up to'7 mK atc588°. A simple model was developed that includes not only
elasticity, but also anchoring effects at the polyimide. The model, which is used to calculate the thickness of the
nematic layer, indicates that anchoring—rather than elastic—effects play the dominant role in the depression of
the layer’s transition temperature.
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About 12 years ago Barbero and Durand showed theo
cally @1# that if the nematic liquid crystal director attempts
follow the topography of a rough surface, the cost of t
associated curvature elastic energy may result in a decr
of the nematic order parameterSnear the surface, or even i
melting into the isotropic phase. This occurs because
curvature elastic moduli are functions ofS: A decrease of the
order parameter results in a decreased elastic energy
Several qualitative and semiquantitative experimental res
for rough surfaces subsequently have been reported@2–7#.
Yokoyama, Kobayashi, and Kamei, for example, observe
depression of the order parameter at the surface, which
attributed in part to surface roughness@2#. Additionally, they
found an anomalous decrease of the anchoring strength
the nematic-isotropic phase transition due to curvature at
substrate and the resulting decrease ofS @3#. Wu and Efron
found that the optical phase retardation is not proportiona
cell thickness when the surface is roughened with a sputt
SiO2 layer @4#. They interpreted this result in terms of
reduced order parameter, and therefore a reduced optica
refringence, near the surfaces. Analogous results were
tained by Barberi and Durand@5#. Because the elastic mel
ing model@1# was unable to fully explain their results, the
invoked order electricity@8# in their analysis. More recently
Papanek and Martinot-Lagarde used a surface plasmon
nique to investigate order at a rough SiOx surface@6#. They
found that the difficult-to-purify liquid crystal methoxyben
zylidene butylanaline that penetrates the voids has zero o
parameter over the entire bulk nematic range, and that a
tinuous transition of the nematic order parameterS from near
zero at the SiOx surface to its bulk value in the central part
the cell occurs over a correlation length of several nano
eters. Again, order electricity was invoked to explain t
results. Monkadeet al. examined the behavior of the liqui
crystal at a surface covered with needles and columns of
and found that the roughness results in a decrease of
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order parameter@7#. A model that minimizes the melting en
ergy ~as opposed to the elastic energy! and includes order
electricity was needed to explain their full set of results.

With the advent of nanoscopic control of the surface
atomic force nanolithography@9#, it has become possible t
compel the liquid crystal director to adopt a well-defin
profile that varies on very short length scales. This is acco
plished by the use of the stylus of an atomic force mic
scope, whereby tiny patterns are scribed into the polym
that coats the substrate. Pixels as small as tens of nanom
are possible, with each pixel having a unique easy axis
director orientation. This technique has been used to cr
optical devices@9,10# and to examine the interaction betwee
the liquid crystal and substrate@11,12#. Moreover, because
atomic force nanolithography relies primarily on the inhere
anchoring of a substrate that is patterned for planar ali
ment, it is considerably easier to control than the surfa
topography@4–7#. In consequence it is now possible to in
vestigate in great detail the issue of the substrate’s effec
nematic nucleation and melting.

In this paper we examine how substrate-imposed ela
deformations affect the nucleation temperature of a nem
layer at the substrate. We have created nanoscopic her
bone patterns in a polyimide-coated substrate, where e
period l contains two very long pixels, such that the ea
axes of the two pixels form an anglec. The depressionDT
of the nematic layer’s transition temperaturerelative to its
value at a uniformly oriented surfacewas investigated as a
function ofc, where it was found that the magnitude ofDT
increases monotonically withc up to'7 mK atc588 °. A
model for the surface energy that includes not only elastic
but anchoring effects at the polyimide interface, was used
conjunction with the Kelvin equation and the data forDT to
determine the thickness of the nucleated nematic layer@13#.
The calculation, which does not include order electricity,
dicates that anchoring—rather than elastic—effects play
dominant role in the depression of the transition temperat

Two indium-tin-oxide-coated glass substrates we
cleaned sequentually in detergent, acetone, and ethanol.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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polyimide PI-2555~DuPont! was spin coated on the sub
strates and cured at 275 °C for 2 h. A rubbing machine w
then used to buff the substrates with a cotton cloth. One
the substrates then was scribed~over-rubbed! with an applied
force of '5 mN over an area of 100mm3100 mm using
the silicon stylus of a Topometrix atomic force microsco
~AFM!. The AFM-scribed lines were oriented at an angle
c with respect to the cloth-rubbing direction, and we
'100 mm long and 100 nm in width. A gap of'100 nm
was left between each AFM-scribed line, resulting in a p
riod l'200 nm along thex axis. Choosing they axis as the
direction of the AFM-scribed lines, the result was a herrin
bone pattern of two easy axes, making angles of 0 andc,
respectively, with respect to they axis. An AFM image of a
typical rubbed pattern is shown in Fig. 1. The long troug
correspond to the AFM-scribed regions, and are'4 nm
deeper than the adjacent cloth-buffed regions. Note that
cross section of the topography is not quite square: As
AFM stylus scribes the polyimide, some of the polymer
pushed to the side, forming a ridge that runs alongside
trough. The width of the ridge is'25 nm, and its peak
height above the adjacent cloth-buffed region is'4 nm. The
AFM-scribed slide contained eight patterned squares, e
having a different value ofc for 15<c<88 °. The two
substrates—one both cotton cloth rubbed and AFM scrib
and the other rubbed by the cotton cloth only—were th
placed together, separated by Mylar spacers of nom
thicknesst, and cemented. Three such cells were made h
ing t55, 25, and 125mm.

Each cell in turn was housed in an Instec temperatu
controlled oven, which was placed on the stage of a pola
ing optical microscope. The cell then was filled in the isot
pic phase with the liquid crystal octyloxycyanobiphen
~8OCB!, supplied by Merck and used without further puri
cation, and slowly cooled toward the nematic phase at a v
slow rate of 24 mK min21. Because the nematic~rather
than the isotropic! phase wets the polyimide-coated substr
@14# for both rubbing conditions, one ordinarily would ex

FIG. 1. AFM picture taken in noncontact mode of a section
the AFM-scribed square. In-plane and out-of-plane scales
shown. The raised sections correspond to the cloth-rubbed reg
and the recessed sections to regions that subsequently have
scribed by the AFM stylus. They axis is parallel to the AFM-
scribed lines, and thex axis is perpendicular.c is the angle between
the AFM-scribed lines and the cloth-rubbed direction.
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pect a uniform nematic wetting layer to extend over a surf
that is uniform in temperature and slightly above the bu
nematic-isotropic~NI! transition temperature TNI . However,
a temperature gradent was present, which varied from 3
60 mK mm21 in the plane of the cell~depending upon the
position!. ~Additionally, a small vertical temperature gradie
also was present, such that the cell was arranged with
AFM-scribed square situated on the colder side of this ve
cal gradient!. Thus, a well-defined nucleated nematic lay
was observed to move across the cell with decreasing t
perature. The nematic layer was very thin near the ‘‘head’
the front and increased in thickness toward the ‘‘tail,’’ whic
corresponds to the NI interface in the center region of
cell ~see Fig. 2!. To the right of the tail the cell is again
monophasic. The distance between the head and tail dep
upon the surface wetting characteristics and temperature
dients, and also may be influenced by impurities, whose c
centration is tiny in this liquid crystalline material. Using
polarizing microscope and noting the optical transmiss
through the thin nematic region, we estimate the angle of
nematic layer to beb;0.002 rad. It is important to remar
that this region corresponds to the nucleated nematic ph
rather than the surface-induced paranematic order.

As the head of the nematic layer reached a given AF
scribed square, it became pinned at the boundary betw
the uniformly cloth-rubbed, nematic-friendly surface regi
and the AFM-scribed, nematic-hostile region, as shown
Fig. 3. ~We note thatnematic hostileis a relative term. The
nematic phase wets the polyimide-coated substrate, inde
dent of the rubbing conditions. This is contrary to the pictu
in Ref. @1# in which the nematic order at a rough SiO su
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of cell cross section. PointP corre-
sponds to the position at which the head of the nematic layer
comes pinned at temperatureT1. Near the head of the front the
nematic layer has an average characteristic thicknessd.

FIG. 3. Sequence of polarized photomicrographs of the h
and its trailing thin nematic layer invading the AFM-scribed squa
on cooling.~The tail remains outside the image!. ~a! Head becom-
ing pinned at pointP, corresponding to temperatureT1; the tem-
perature gradient is shown.~b! Head continues to move aroun
square.~c! Head begins to advance beyond pointP into square at
temperatureT2. ~d! Head advances further into square. T
100 mm3100 mm AFM-scribed square is outlined, indicating th
length scale in the images.
2-2
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DEPRESSION OF THE NEMATIC-ISOTROPIC PHASE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 041502 ~2002!
strate is less than it is in bulk. The reason for this differen
lies in the substrate materials, with the polyimide ‘‘prefe
ring’’ the nematic phase. Analogous effects were observed
Yokoyamaet al. @15#, where they found the isotropic phas
wetted SiO and the nematic phase wetted polyvinyl alco
substrates!. We defineT1 as the temperature at which th
nematic layer, i.e., the head of the phase front, just reac
the square at pointP @Fig. 3~a!#. As the temperature contin
ued to decrease, the nematic layer continued to advanceout-
side the square, i.e., the nematic layer began to envelop
AFM-scribed square when viewed from above, but in t
region beneath the square the liquid crystal remained in
isotropic phase@Fig. 3~b!#. Note that although the head of th
front remained pinned at pointP, the tail continued to ad-
vance during this time. However, neither the tail nor t
other head~at the warmer substrate! penetrated the squar
region until the primary head began to advance beyond p
P. Then at a temperatureT2 the head of the nematic laye
began to move into the square, beyondP @Fig. 3~c!#. We
define asDT[T12T2, the difference in transition tempera
tures between a region at the uniformly rubbed substrate
at the square that was AFM scribed for a rapidly spatia
varying easy axis. We emphasize that our experiment
volves a measurement of the temperaturedifferenceDT, not
the absolute nucleation temperature.DT could be determined
to within '0.5–1 mK. Small values ofDT, which are asso-
ciated with small values ofc, indicate that any impurities
present did not become trapped. Two additional points n
to be made: First, several selected cells also were exam
with cooling rates of28 mK min21 and21 mK min21. No
significant differences inDT were observed, which strongl
suggests that our observed effect is not a kinetic phen
enon. Consistent with this observation is the fact that sim
results were obtained on heating, whereby the isotro
phase invaded the AFM-scribed square at temperatures lo
than it did in the surrounding cloth-rubbed region. Seco
we also investigated an AFM-scribed square with a high d
sity of lines. In this case the line density was sufficien
high to eliminate the regions originally rubbed by the clo
in effect, the square had a uniform~rather than herringbone!
easy axis pattern. It turns out thatDT for this case was neg
ligible, indicating that nonzero values ofDT are due to the
herringbone structure.

Figure 4 shows experimental values ofDT vs c for the
three cells. When the anglec between the easy axes wa
small,DT was nearly—but not quite—equal to zero. This
as expected because the energy cost in the nematic phas
to a weakly spatially varying director is small. Thus, t
nematic phase forms relatively easily at the AFM-scrib
square, allowing the phase front to advance. With increas
anglec between the easy axes, however,DT was found to
increase. Owing to the stronger spatial variations of the
rector, the isotropic phase was stabilized at the substra
lower temperatures, deterring the nematic phase from w
ting the substrate and thereby keeping the phase f
pinned. Notice that to within experimental error, the value
DT is independent of cell thicknesst.

In order to understand the observed behavior, we in
duce a simple description that includes only the most sal
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physical considerations. We emphasize that this paper is
marily experimental in nature and that the model is me
only to provide a basic understanding of the experimen
results. Therefore, a number of relevant phenomena
quantitatively may affect the calculations have been omitt
and are discussed at the end. From the measurements oDT
vs c our goal is to determine a characteristic average thi
nessd of the nematic layer near the head of the front.

We assume a simple picture of the front as shown in F
2, viz., a very thin head region of thickness;d behind
which the nematic layer slowly becomes thicker with po
tion. As the temperature is lowered, we make the approxim
tion that the nematic layer thickness remains of orderd at the
head, but grows behind the head; this may be seen in F
3~b! and 3~c!. We begin the analysis with an effective surfa
energy densityF5Fw1Fk1Fm for a thin nematic layer at
the substrate. The first termFw corresponds to the anchorin
energy and is composed of three parts:Fw5Fwi1Fwa
1Fwp , where Fwi5

1
2 Wi is the azimuthal orientation

independent part of the free energy per unit area—this
usually negative—that is associated with a nematic phas
contact with the polyimide substrate. It is primarily this ter
that causes the nematic phase to nucleate at the substrate
is responsible for the small contact angle. The second c
ponent ofFw ,

Fwa5
1

2
Wa sin2u sin2~ w̄2w!, ~1!

is the azimuthal anchoring energy per area, and the t
component

Fwp5
1

2
Wp cos2u ~2!

is the polar anchoring energy per unit area.Wa andWp are
the azimuthal and polar anchoring strength coefficients,
spectively,w andu are the azimuthal and polar director or

FIG. 4. Experimental values ofDTexp vs c for cells of thickness
t55 (d), 25 (j), and 125 (m)mm. Typical error bars are shown
2-3
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BING WEN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 041502 ~2002!
entations and are functions of positionx andz, andw̄ is the
local azimuthal orientation of the easy axis~see Fig. 5!. We
remark that Eqs.~1! and~2! assume a periodic form inu and
w, rather than the simpler Rapini-Papoular quadratic fo
@16#. At the uniformly cloth-rubbed surface the director lie
along the easy axis andFw5Fwi . At the AFM-scribed
square,w̄50 in the pixel region 0,x,l/2 andw̄5c in the
pixel regionl/2,x,l. For convenience it is assumed th
the azimuthal anchoring strength coefficientWa is identical
in the cloth-rubbed and AFM-scribed regions, although o
computer code allows for independent values. The sa
holds true forWp andWi . Before continuing, let us examin
the relative importance ofu andw. The anchoring energyFw
can be recast into the form

Fw5Fwi1
1

2
@Wa sin2~ w̄2w!1~Wp2Wa!cos2u sin2~ w̄2w!

1Wp$12sin2~ w̄2w!%cos2u#. ~3!

Earlier we had obtained the anchoring strength coefficient
an AFM-scribed polyimide substrate, findingWa50.048 and
Wp5 0.099 erg cm22 well into the nematic phase@17#. This
is consistent with the fact thatWp is generally greater than
Wa—in fact, oftenWp@Wa @18#. From Eq.~3! we see that
each of the three terms in the integrand is positive defin
and that for a given value ofw̄2w, Fw is minimized for
u5p/2, i.e., for planar alignment. Although elastic term
involving ]u/]x and]u/]z may causeu to deviate slightly
from p/2, we shall see that the elastic energyFk!Fw and
that any deviation fromu5p/2 therefore must be smal
Thus, because a transition to homeotropic alignmentu
50) does not occur ifWa,Wp—and indeed, was not ob
served experimentally to occur—we shall takeu to be con-
stant and equal top/2; terms involvingWp therefore do not
enter into the calculation.

The second term inF, i.e.,

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of director patternw(x) over

two spatial periodsl. w̄(x) is the easy axis pattern, andc is the
angle between adjacent rubbing directions in one period.
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Fk5E 1

2
sin2uFk1S ]w

]x D 2

1k2S ]w

]z D 2Gdz ~4!

corresponds to the elastic energy per unit area projected
the surface, which is zero at the uniformly cloth-rubbed s
face but is nonzero at the AFM-scribed surface region. H
k1 is the splay elastic constant, which we approximate to
equal to the bend elastic constant@19#, and k2 is the twist
elastic constant. The angleu does not appear, as we hav
assumed it to be constant. The first term on the right h
side of Eq.~4! corresponds to a splay/bend elastic energy d
to spatial variations of the projection of the director in t
plane of the cell; the second term corresponds to the tw
energy normal to the cell. The range of integration forz
corresponds to the distance from the substrate into the
over which the director relaxes to a uniform azimuthal o
entation; this distance is of orderl. We remark that the
elastic energy associated with an average twist of the dire
due to nonparallel easy axes at the two opposing substrat
very small and can be neglected.

Beyond the substrate-nucleated nematic layer the nem
order parameter decays to zero over a distance of the ord
the nematic correlation lengthj. The energy per unit area
associated with this nematic - isotropic meniscus is

Fm'
1

2
DjS ]S

]zD 2

secb, ~5!

whereD, which is of the same order as the elastic consta
is the coefficient associated with order parameter gradie
The factor secb indicates that the meniscus energy per u
area is projected onto the surface at the head of the frontFm
turns out to be of the same order of magnitude to a few tim
larger thanFwa . However, unlikeFwa , the meniscus term is
present atboth the cloth-rubbed and AFM-scribed regions.
thus contributes nearly equally toT1 and T2 because the
angle b!1 and is observed to increase by only a sm
amount (,0.001 rad) when the head of the front invades t
AFM-scribed square. As we are interested only in thediffer-
enceDT5T12T2, we shall ignore this term in the ensuin
development, and takeF5Fw1Fk .

In order to examine the effect of the herringbone patt
on the nematic-isotropic transition temperature, we need
estimate the nematic order parameter at the transition. As
are not aware of literature values for the Landua–de Gen
coefficients@19# for the liquid crystal 8OCB, we have hav
chosen to use values for a similar material, octylcyanobip
nyl @20#. On minimizing the Landau–de Gennes free ener
we find an order parameterS50.294 just inside the nemati
phase.

For the splay elastic constant, Bradshawet al. found k1
;231027 dyn near the nematic-isotropic transition
8OCB @21#. The twist elastic constant is normally about on
third the value of the splay constant@19#; thus, we usek2
5k1/3. The anchoring strength coefficient is more proble
atic. Sluckin and Poniewierski showed theoretically that
two leading terms in the expansion of the fundamental
choring free energy scale linearly and quadratically with
value of the order parameter at the substrate@22#. In most
2-4
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cases, however, the effective anchoring strength also
involve polar effects, flexoelectricity, and mobile charge
Indeed, several workers have found that the ancho
strength coefficient divided byS2, whereS is the bulk order
parameter, is approximately constant well into the nem
phase @23,24#, but decreases with decreasingS near the
nematic-isotropic phase transition@3,23,25,26#. Based on
these widely reported experimental results, we shall ad
the ad hocempirical formWa52Ga

oS1Wa
oS2, a form that

simulates the temperature dependence ofWa reasonably
well. SinceWa50.048 erg cm22 deep in the nematic phas
@17#, we takeWa

o50.12 andGa
o50.02 erg cm22. Because

the temperature dependence ofWa for 8OCB at this substrate
is not known, we have chosen these values forWa

o andGa
o to

yield the correct value forWa deep inside the nematic phas
and to show the correct qualitative decrease ofWa
@3,23,25,26# near TNI . Thus, at the transition whereS
50.294, these parameters yield an anchoring strengthWa
50.0045 erg cm22. We have tested other reasonable com
nations ofWa

o and Ga
o , and found that our final results ar

quantitatively similar.
The extrapolation lengthL[k1 /Wa determines how well

the director profilew(x,z50) follows the scribed pattern
w̄(x) at the substrate, i.e., atz50. We find thatL;450 nm
at the transition, which is several times larger than the p
sizel/2. If the pixels were larger thanL, the director would
align locally with the easy axes, except near the bound
between the pixels. However, sinceL.l/2, the profile ofw
is nearly sinusoidal inx with a periodl ~Fig. 5!. With k2
5k1/3 @19#, the Euler-Lagrange equation can be applied
Fk in Eq. ~4!, resulting in a fundamental harmonic solutio
w(x,z)5const1wo sinqxexp(2A3qz), where q52p/l.
Although ultimately we will determine thex dependence o
w numerically, this solution shows that variations ofw along
the substrate decay over a distancez;l/2A3p into the cell.
Moreover, the associated elastic energy density decays o
distancel/4A3p into the cell. This is the relevant distanc
scale over which anchoring and elasticity contribute to
surface energy. Thus,Fk can be approximated in this regio
by replacing the integration overz in Eq. ~4! with the multi-
plicative factorl/4A3p that corresponds to the decay leng
into the bulk of the elastic distortions. Therefore the ene
per unit areaF̄ averaged over one period for a layer of thic
nessl/4A3p at the AFM-scribed substrate is given by

F̄[Fwi1F̄wa1F̄k5Fwi1
1

lE0

lH Wa sin2~ w̄2w!

1
l

2A3p
k1S ]w

]x D
z50

2 J dx, ~6!

wherew is now a function ofx only. ~Note thatF̄5Fwi at the
uniformly cloth-rubbed surface!. w(x) is determined numeri-
cally by dividing a full periodl into 100 units and minimiz-
ing Fw1Fk ; peak-to-peak valueswp-p are shown in Fig. 6.
From these values Eq.~6! may be used to determine th
quantity F̄2Fwi (5F̄wa1F̄k), which is shown in Fig. 7
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along withF̄wa andF̄k separately. It is clear from Fig. 7 tha
F̄wa plays the dominant role in the overall surface ener
We note that because of the dominance ofF̄wa , our approxi-
mation to ignore spatial variations ofu was reasonable.

Let us now turn to the Kelvin equation, which is
Clausius-Clapeyron-like equation for thin films@13#. The
shift in transition temperaturedTj due to boundary effects
can be expressed as

dTj5 (
i 51,2

TNI~Fi
N2Fi

I ! j

Qd
, ~7!

where the subscriptj refers to the AFM-scribed region (j
5AFM) or uniformly cloth-rubbed region (j 5CR). Q is the
latent heat of the NI transition. Because the thin nema
layer has two boundaries~denoted by the subscripti ), i
51 refers to the boundary with the polyimide-coated su
strate andi 52 refers to the plane dividing the nematic lay
with the bulk isotropic liquid crystal below. Finally,Fi

I and

FIG. 6. Calculated peak-to-peak valueswp-p for w(x) vs c.

FIG. 7. EnergiesF̄k , F̄wa , andF̄k1F̄wa vs c.
2-5
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BING WEN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 041502 ~2002!
Fi
N are the surface energies for the isotropic and nem

phases, respectively, in contact with boundaryi. Our experi-
ment measuresDT[dTj 5AFM2dTj 5CR. By definition,
Fi 52

I is zero in both AFM-scribed (j 5AFM) and cloth-
rubbed (j 5CR) regions, as this is just a continuation of
isotropic layer into the bulk. Additionally,Fi 52

N corresponds
to the nematic-isotropic meniscus energy discussed ea
which we approximate as the same at both AFM-scribed
cloth-rubbed surfaces, and therefore cancels when calc
ing DT. Likewise,Fi 51

I is the energy of the isotropic phas
at the polyimide-coated (i 51) substrate, which is the sam
for both the AFM-scribed and cotton-cloth-rubbed regio
for the approximations used herein; thus, these two te
cancel. The only nonzero and noncancelling terms invo
Fi 51

N for the j 5AFM and j 5CR regions, giving

DT5
TNI~Fi 51,j 5AFM

N 2Fi 51,j 5CR
N !

Qd
5

TNI~ F̄wa1F̄k! j 5AFM

Qd
.

~8!

The transition temperatureTNI5353 K and, assuming a
mass density of 0.981 g cm23 @27#, the latent heatQ51.76
3107 erg cm23 @28#. ~Note that this is about two-thirds o
the Landau–de Gennes valueQ5aS2TNI/2 using appropri-
ate values fora, b, andc). Using the experimental values fo
DT in Fig. 4 and the calculated values ofF̄wa1F̄k in Fig. 7,
we calculate from Eq.~8! the average characteristic thickne
d of the nematic layer near pointP; the results are shown in
Fig. 8 as a functionc. Values ford at smallc are unreliable
owing mainly to the large relative uncertainty in measuri
DT. As seen in Fig. 8, for largerc the data tend to scatte
about a thicknessd;30 nm. This is equal to about two nem
atic correlation lengthsj, wherej is typically about 15 nm
nearTNI @29#, as well as approximately twice the penetrati
depth of the elastic distortionl/2pA3. We point out that the

FIG. 8. Calculated characteristic nematic layer thicknessd near
the head of the front vsc for cells of thicknessd55 (d), 25 (j),
and 125 (m) mm. Because of the large relative uncertainty in me
surements forDT at small angles, data are considered reliable o
for c*50 °.
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error bars in Fig. 8 represent uncertainty in theDT measure-
ments. Additionally, the values ford may need to be scale
up or down due to the uncertainty ina, b, c, and Wa . We
remark that although the calculated thicknessd of the nem-
atic layer does not depend strongly onk1 alone, itdoesde-
pend moderately strongly on the ratiok2 /k1 because this
ratio determines the thickness of the elastically deformed
gion @cf. Eq. ~6!#.

Despite the apparent reasonable values obtained ford, our
procedure has a number of shortcomings. First, we assu
that S is spatially uniform in the elastically distorted interfa
cial region, and has a value equal to the bulk value atTNI .
Because this region is comparable in thickness to that of
nematic-isotropic meniscus, the order parameterS is likely to
vary somewhat withz in this region. The result likely would

be to reduce the calculated valuesF̄k , as the elastic energy
cost would be smaller in regions of smallerS, i.e., away from
the surface.~Interestingly, in principleSmay even vary with
x, i.e., it may be smaller in regions where the anchor
energy cost is large, and larger in other regions!. Second,
with decreasing temperature the nematic layer grows
thickness behind the front. A result of this growth is an i
crease in the angleb very close to the head; this woul
necessitate the inclusion of a component of meniscus en
in the calculation. Although the secb factor keeps this con-
tribution small, ultimately it may have a noticeable influen
on our calculation ford. A third, related effect is that the
model does not account explicitly for order electricity. Ba
bero and Durand calculated the effects of order electric
due to a gradient of the order parameter at a nematic–
tropic interface, finding that the equivalent energy per u
area is'531023 ergs cm22 @8#. Faetti and Palleschi hav
measured this quantity, obtaining smaller values of~1–2)
31023 ergs cm22 @30,31#. These values apparently ar
smaller than the anchoring strength coefficients used in
calculations. If the order electricity associated with
nematic-isotropic interface had been included in our eff
tive surface energyF̄, its effect would have been to stabiliz
the isotropic phase atboth the AFM-scribed square and i
the uniformly rubbed region in order to achieve a unifor
phase throughout. In consequence our calculated valuesd
would have been little changed. Fourth, the model negle
surface-induced paranematic order in the bulk isotro
phase. This order would have been larger at the uniform
cloth-rubbed surface, slightly driving upT1 and thereby in-
creasingDT. Nevertheless, due to the weak paranematic
der for our system, this correction is small compared to
observed results forDT.

Several other approximations also need to be mention
Our computational results assume that the anchoring stre
coefficients are the same at both the cloth-rubbed and AF
scribed substrates. However, if the coefficients at the
locations were to differ from each other by up to a factor
2 ~but with the same average value as above!, we find thatd
would differ slightly—but not significantly—from our calcu
lated values. Additionally, throughout our calculation w
have ignored the elastic energy associated with a twist
tortion from one surface of the cell to the other, or even
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possibility of nonzerou at the meniscus. The former is o
very long wavelength, and it has virtually no impact on o
results; the latter may change our calculated value ofF̄k by
up to 50%, but as this is small relative toF̄w , it would not
have a great impact on our results. Finally, we note that
symmetry grounds flexoelectricity@32# does not play a role

Control of the director profile on very short length sca
opens up an exciting vista for the science and technolog
liquid crystals. In this paper we demonstrated in a control
manner the depression of the nematic-isotropic transi
temperature, relative to its value for uniform orientation,
high energy, short length scale distortions and the associ
anchoring energy. Unlike previous results, our modeling
dicates that the dominant effect is due to anchoring at s
nd

e

ett

pl.

.

tt

q.
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strates that are wetted easily by the nematic phase, altho
order electricity may play an important—yet no
prevailing—role. For future work it would be interesting t
investigate systematically the role of impurities, as t
nematic-isotropic equilibrium may affect the thickness of t
nematic layer. Additionally, changing the nature of the po
imide would change the wetting angle, and therefore
thickness of the nematic layer at pointP.
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